OFFER Web Page
www.gatexpo.net


  Logo of the Digital Sponsor in the bottom of the floor
- plan of the expo in the web site www.gatexpo.net.

  Logo of the Digital Sponsor in the internal pages of
- www.gatexpo.net.

Contact: info@gatexpo.net
www.gatexpo.net
Email Marketing

• One (1) Exclusive Newsletter (HTML) for the Digital Sponsor with content provided by the company, to be sent to the database of 13,000 certified contacts on the date requested by the Sponsor. Measures: 622 x 800 pixels, jpg.

• Banner of the Digital Sponsor, in a special upper bar in five (5) press releases, to be sent to the database of 13,000 certified contacts.

Contact: info@gatexpo.net
www.gatexpo.net
SOCIAL MEDIA

TWITTER - @gatexpo

- Two (2) exclusive monthly Tweets for the Digital Sponsor with mentions to its account.
- If the Digital Sponsor has an active Twitter account it will be retweeted, on a constant basis. Likewise, your tweets will be marked as favorites.
- The Digital Sponsor brand will receive mentions in @gat_expo.

INSTAGRAM @gat_expo

- In the publications that will be periodically uploaded to the Instagram account of the event, the sponsoring brand will be mentioned and tagged in the photographs that promote the event.
- The brand will be entitled to one (1) exclusive monthly publication in the @gat_expo account, between the contract subscription date and May 2020.

FACEBOOK @GamingandTechnologyExpo

- The Digital Sponsor will be entitled to one (1) exclusive monthly post.
- The Digital Sponsor brand will receive periodic mentions in the status of the Fan Page of GAT EXPO.

Contact: info@gatexpo.net
www.gatexpo.net
Plus for Digital Sponsor
GAT EXPO 2020

• Logo of the Digital Sponsor in the Newsletter (HTML) that will be sent to the database of 13,000 certified contacts with the final schedule of GAT Expo.